FOUR ASPECTS of HUMAN NATURE

1. START-UP
   Introduction by Robert

2. PRESENTATION “The Four Aspects of Human Nature” by Rita & Robert

PART ONE – Personal Profile

Objective: To help each participant to determine and understand their aspect type as well as what it means to be an inner or outer type.

EMOTIONAL TYPE – OUTER ASPECT

A. Learn the Emotional Type – Outer Aspect

   1. Separate into groups
   2. Each group has a memory keeper that records examples from the group discussion
   3. Describe the behavior/character of emotion
   4. Make a list using only one or two word descriptions

B. Presentation of Emotional – Outer Aspect

   1. Select groups will share their one or two word descriptions of emotion
PHYSICAL BODY/SENSE TYPE – INNER-OUTER ASPECT

A. Learn the Physical Body/Sense Type – Inner-Outer Aspect

1. Separate into groups
2. Each group has a memory keeper that records examples from the group discussion
3. Describe the behavior/character of physical body/sense type
4. Make a list using only one or two word descriptions

B. Presentation of Physical Body/Sense – Inner-Outer Aspect

1. Select groups will share their one or two word descriptions of physical body/sense
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INTELLECTUAL TYPE – INNER ASPECT

A. Learn the Intellectual Type – Inner Aspect

1. Separate into groups
2. Each group has a memory keeper that records examples from the group discussion
3. Describe the behavior/character of the intellect aspect
4. Make a list using only one or two word descriptions

B. Presentation of Intellectual – Inner Aspect

1. Select groups will share their one or two word descriptions of intellect
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❖ CLOSING STATEMENTS AND QUESTIONS
FOUR ASPECTS of HUMAN NATURE

PART TWO – Personal Profile

1. Welcome Summary
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DISCRIMINATION TYPE – OUTER-INNER ASPECT

A. Learn the Discrimination Type – Outer-Inner Aspect

1. Separate into groups
2. Each group has a memory keeper that records examples from the group discussion
3. Describe the behavior/character of the discrimination aspect
4. Make a list using only one or two word descriptions

B. Presentation of Discrimination – Outer-Inner

1. Select groups will share their one or two word descriptions of discrimination

PERSONAL ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS FOR Inner and Outer Aspects

Assessment Instructions:

Since this knowledge is new, the questions and answers can be unfamiliar. Give it your best judgment and re-take this after about 6 months when you have had time to observe. If you have any questions raise your hand.

1. Fill out step 1 of the assessment questions
2. Tally up your score
3. Your score will determine whether you take Step 2 of Step 3 of the assessment questions. Take ONLY ONE – do not take both Steps 2 and 3
4. Tally up your score
IDENTIFY WITH YOUR ASPECT TYPE

1. Separate into groups by your aspect type
2. Write a brief description of your aspect type
3. Describe 1 or 2 methods to improve the cross-over aspect that is most difficult for you
4. Select groups will give a 2 minute presentation

PRESENTATION by Rita & Robert

Objective: For each participant to understand how to create and experience a complete learning experience that will evolve the five Human Values

CLOSING REMARKS AND QUESTIONS